Half-cone nanoshell arrays, fabricated by a simple and efficient colloidal lithography method, enable uni-directional liquid spreading on their hydrophilic asymmetric nanostructured surface. The preferred direction of the liquid flow is reversed when the surface is made hydrophobic. Accordingly, poly(N-isopropyl-acrylamide) is polymerized onto the surface for in-site controlling the transition of liquid spreading direction via its temperature dependent hydrophobicity. Furthermore, we also explain theoretically, that the spreading direction on hexagonal nanocone arrays is independent of the lattice orientation and only depends on the slanting direction. The insights gained from this work offer new opportunities for smart microfluidics, water harvesting and making use of other wetting conditions on demand.
A nisotropically wetting surfaces have attracted a lot of attention owing to their advantages of directing flow in microfluidic devices, evaporation driven formation of patterns, and easy-to-clean coatings as well as to their fundamental interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . They can be achieved by various micro/nanoscale topographic features [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and selective chemical patterning on surfaces 12, 13 . In addition, groove geometries and patterned surface chemistries have produced anisotropic wetting, where contact-angle variations in different directions resulted in elongated droplet shapes [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In all of these studies, however, the wetting behavior preserves left-right symmetry. Recently, very interesting wetting phenomena of uni-directional liquid spreading (the liquid propagates in a single preferred direction and pins in all others) were observed on slanting micro-pillar arrays 22 . In this approach, various inclined nanostructures in the form of slanting nanorods or nanopillars have been fabricated to develop the uni-directional spreading [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . These impressive efforts have been made for understanding the fundamental uni-directional behavior and wetting mechanism. However, real-time control as well as switching of the unidirectional liquid flow based on inclined nanostructures has not been realized. On the other hand deeper understanding and further examination of the wetting behavior of the inclined nanostructures are required for extensive potential applications. A special challenge will be to have simple and reproducible manufacturing tools and to be able to switch and to control liquid flow.
To address these issues, we present herein a well-designed half-cone nanoshell array to achieve multifunctional wetting. The novel inclined nanostructures are fabricated via a versatile, simple and efficient colloidal lithography (CL) technique [28] [29] [30] (details shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 online). In-site and immediate control of the unidirectional liquid flow is realized by decorating the surface with poly(N-isopropyl-acrylamide) (PNIPAAm), which results in real-time temperature switchable wetting behavior, yet on the same nanostructures. This property is expected to be greatly advantageous to achieve complex flow patterns, wetting on demand and pave a new way for smart microfluidics. Furthermore, we also explain theoretically, that the spreading direction on the hexagonal half-cone nanoshell arrays is independent of the lattice orientation and only depends on the slanting direction. The insights gained from this work not only expand the inclined structures but also develop the theory.
Results
First, we focus on the water spreading on the novel structure when the surface is hydrophobic. Figure 1A shows the SEM image of the half-cone nanoshell array and the main structural parameters. When 3 mL water is deposited on the sample under the condition that the shells slant to -X, the water droplet shows an obvious trend of spreading to 1X shown in Figure 1B . The left contact angle (CA) is 85u and the right CA is 97u. In the Figure 1C) , the left and right CA are both 98u, showing no asymmetric wetting behavior. These results indicate that the sample shows a preferred water spreading direction which is towards the reverse of the slanting direction. In particular as soon as the droplet touches the surface, it shows an obvious shift to 1X ( Figure 1D ). As water is injected (1 mL/s) continuously in Figure 1E and F, only the three-phase contact line at the 1X direction moves forward while another contact line at the -X side pins on the surface, which means the advancing angle of water on the asymmetric surface is anisotropic (Supplementary Video 1 online) (the video is accelerated by four times, which also applies to videos 1, 2, 7 and 11 -14) . When the substrate is inclined with 50u from the horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 1E , the contact line of the water droplet also moves upward (Supplementary Video 2 online). To further illustrate the anisotropic wetting property of the surface, water is injected downward at a speed of 0.5 mL/s to the vertical substrate in Figure 1F , the droplet still moves upward despite the gravity and the downward injecting force (Supplementary Video 3 online). When water is injected to 6 mL, as shown in the last image of Figure 1F , the droplet begins to move downward. Besides the droplet (10 mL) would hang on the substrate when stopping injection, showing strong adhesion on the half-cone nanoshell structure ( Figure 1G ).
The evolution of the CA and baselines is measured while injecting and sucking water at a speed of 0.5 mL/s for more clarity of the water moving process. Figure 2A shows the left and right CA and baselines while injecting water in the X-Z plane (Supplementary Video 4 online). As continuously injecting water, the left and right CA both increase till the baseline moves. The right baseline begins to move at the right CA 5 104u and left CA 5 93u while the distance to the left edge of the left baseline keeps the same. In the moving process, the liquid front gradually migrates to the reverse of the slanting direction at a speed of 0.12 mm/s with the other pins to the surface for the whole process. Furthermore, the right CA experiences fluctuation while moving, which demonstrates the spreading is a stick-slip behavior. At the same time, the left CA is always smaller than the right CA and shows a slightly decreasing trend. In the sucking process in Figure 2B , the right CA is larger than the left CA at beginning. Then the right and left CA both show an obvious decreasing trend and become the same at last. The left baseline moves prior to the right baseline at the left CA 5 11u. The right baseline moves at the right CA 5 16u. So the right hysteresis CA5 104 -16 5 88u. The large hysteresis CA demonstrates the strong adhesion of the hydrophobic sample and the state of the droplet on the Ag half-cone nanoshell array fits to Wenzel model 31 . For the injecting and sucking processes in the Y-Z planes in Figure 2C and D (Supplementary Video 5 and 6 online), the left and right CA and baselines show the same changing behavior. This demonstrates there is no asymmetric wetting property in the Y-Z plane. The advancing CA is 117u and the receding CA is 22u. So the hysteresis CA is 95u, which also demonstrates the strong adhesion and the state of the droplet on the Ag half-cone nanoshell array fits to Wenzel model. In particular, the advancing speed along the Y direction is 0.2 mm/s (for one side), which is one-sixth of the speed along the X direction. This demonstrates the well unidirectional spreading property.
When the surface is modified with trichloro(1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (PFS), the sample becomes superhydrophobic and possesses a weak adhesive force between the sample and the droplet (Supplementary Video 7 and 8 online). The CA becomes 153u; the advancing CA is 158u; the receding CA is 145u; the hysteresis CA is 13u; the sliding angle is 6u; and the anisotropic wetting behavior disappears ( Supplementary Fig. S2 online) . These results demonstrate that water would not enter into the interspacing between the nanostructures and is only supported by the tips of the nanoshells, which fits to the Cassie model 32 . However, if water enters into the interspacing, which is Wenzel or semi-Wenzel model, the nanoshell structure would play its role to lead to the asymmetric wetting property. Cassie model could remove the effect of the asymmetric structure, making the wetting behavior homogeneity. So the anisotropic wetting behavior disappears on the superhydrophobic half-cone nanoshell arrays because of the transition from the Wenzel model (the condition on the naked Ag surface in Figure 1 ) to the Cassie model. The water droplet would not slip along the shell but only can be supported by the tip, thus shows no preferred spreading direction. Moreover, the effect of the structural parameters on the wetting behavior is also investigated. It is found that the anisotropy becomes weaker as the height of the shell decreases, which results from the fact that the structured surface becomes close to a planar surface as the height decreases ( Supplementary Fig. S3 online) .
When the half-cone nanoshell array is modified with -OH by the treatment in O 2 plasma and thus becomes hydrophilic, water propagates in a single preferred direction along the slanting direction and pins in all others, showing the property of uni-directional liquid spreading ( Figure 3 ). As shown in Figure 3A (the nanoshells slant to -X), the left contact line advances fast at a speed of 6 mm/s, while the other pins at the surface for the whole process (Supplementary Video 9 online). In contrast, no spreading takes place along the Y direction with a monotonous decrease in the CA ( Figure 3B , Supplementary Video 10 online). Figure 3C shows the evolution of the baselines in the X-Z ( Figure 3A ) and Y-Z ( Figure 3B ) planes. Only the left baseline advances and all other baselines have no changes, showing the well-defined uni-directional liquid spreading. Besides, the CA in the X-Z plane ( Figure 3D ) and Y-Z plane ( Figure 3E ) both decrease as water spreads and become stable when stopping moving. It is needed to be noted that the preferred direction of the hydrophilic surface is opposite to that of the hydrophobic surface discussed in Figure 1 and 2.
In terms of the reversal in water moving direction based on the changed surface wetting property, PNIPAAm which is a well-known thermo-responsive polymer is grafted on the surface to switch the chemistry of the surfaces and further realize the in-site and immediate control of the liquid flow. This polymer switches from hydrophobic to hydrophilic below its lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of ,32uC. Figure 4A shows the SEM image of the half-cone nanoshell array modified with PNIPAAm. The polymer is uniformly polymerized on the surface. The schematic in Figure 4B shows the components of the sample. In particular, the layer of Si is deposited to conveniently grow the PNIPAAm. In the beginning the water is injected (1 mL/s) continuously at the temperature (T) lower than the LCST, the surface is hydrophilic, and the water spreads towards the slanting direction (-X), shown in Figure 4C . When T is higher than the LCST, the surface becomes hydrophobic. The water stops spreading and the CA is increasing as the liquid volume increases ( Figure 4D ). As the water continues to be injected, as shown in Figure 4E , the water moves into the opposite direction, and the left contact line remains pinned at the same position in Figure 4C and D. The whole process can be seen in Supplementary Video 11 online. An inverse process is observed when T changes from high temperature to low temperature, shown in Figure 4 (F-H) (Supplementary Video 12 online). The water spreads to 1X when T is higher than the LCST in Figure 4F . As the temperature decreases below the LCST, the water pins at the 1X side and spreads to -X spontaneously, shown in Figure 4J , the water still pins at the right side and continues moving towards the -X. The two processes can be repeated and cycled as the temperature alternates (Supplementary Video 13 online). It is noticed that the water spreading direction is determined by the wetting property of PNIPAAm which responds to LCST immediately. As soon as the wetting property of PNIPAAm changes from hydrophilcity to hydrophobicity at a certain contact angle, the working mechanism changes and the water spreading direction switches. The change of contact angle is real-time as the wetting property of PNIPAAm continuously changes, leading to the real-time control of the spreading direction. In other words, the response to a certain contact angle which determines the transition of the two mechanisms is real-time. In this work, we present the concept of real-time responses to a certain wetting case, not to the changing process of temperature. Besides, the operation that the switches of the water spreading dir- ection were demonstrated by the stopping liquid supply in the videos is for more clarity of the whole process. The switches for continuous flow were also easily realized, which can be seen in the second half of Supplementary Video 12 online.
Discussion
The asymmetric wetting property is demonstrated to depend on the asymmetric nanostructure. For the experiments shown in Figure 1 and 2, the Ag-deposited surface is rather rough due to the deposition process. The CA of the planar Ag-deposited surface is 104u because of the rough surface, which lends the sample hydrophobicity ( Supplementary Fig. S4 online) . Though the fabricated asymmetric nanocones are 3D, they are simplified as slanting rectangles ( Figure 5A and B) and triangles ( Figure 5C ) in two dimensions for easier understanding of the mechanism. For the air (left) side of the half-cone nanoshell, the contact line is discontinuous and the energy barrier is higher than that for movement to the nanoshell side ( Figure 5A ). Therefore the water droplet prefers to slide along the ridge of the half-cone nanoshell, leading to the advancing force F adv . The interspace of the half-cone nanoshell is then filled with water, which fits to the Wenzel model. There is also strong adhesion force between the surface and water, resulting in the pinning force F pin . When a droplet touches the substrate, the center of gravity is high relative to the following spreading state. This makes F adv larger than F pin , leading to the right shift. As water spreads, the height of the center of gravity decreases, which reduces the potential energy. This would reduce F adv . When the pinning force F pin is equal to the advancing force F adv , the droplet is in an equilibrium state, but still shows the right spreading trend. So the right CA (97u) is larger than the left CA (85u) in the static state, as shown in Figure 1B .
Figure 5B and C show schematic illustrations of the quantitative mechanism involved in the directional liquid flow, which are along the X-Z and Y-Z planes, respectively. As discussed earlier the front of the moving liquid pins at the shell edge, and the pinning is maintained even on increasing the liquid volume until the contact angle of the liquid front reaches its critical contact angle at the edge 21, 33 . If the water overcomes energy barrier at the pinning front, it would spread on the shell surface (solid-vapor interface). According to the geometry in Figure 5B , the critical contact angle h c can be written as follows:
where h is the equilibrium contact angle on a 72u tilting planar surface and b is the included angle between the Ag shell and the planar substrate, which is 72u. As a result, h 1, c is much larger than h 2, c . Therefore for the X-Z plane, the water front is forced to move into the direction of the lower critical contact angle (the side of the Ag shell) as the liquid volume is increased, leading to the results in Figure 2A . However in Figure 1D , the advancing CA is less than the pinning CA. This results from that the needle at the pinning position would much increase the left CA due to the injection force. For the Y-Z plane ( Figure 5C ), the nanostructure is symmetric and the critical contact angles are both the same as h 2, c . So there is no directional water spreading along the Y-Z plane, as shown in Figure 2C . Moreover according to the spreading speed calculated from Figure 2 , schematic of the advancing contact line from the top view is presented in Figure 5D . The long axis along the X direction would be three times more than the short axis along the Y direction. This can be seen in the optical images of the directional water drops taken along the X-Z and Y-Z planes. Besides, for the photoresist/Ag nanocone array where Ag is more hydrophobic than the photoresist ( Supplementary Fig. S5 online) , the water droplet moves towards the photoresist side whose critical contact angle is lower than the Ag side (Supplementary Video 14 online). This also supports the energy argument induced by the asymmetric structure. Overall when the surface of the half-cone nanoshell array is hydrophobic, the water spreads against the nanopollar tilt due to the differences in the energy barrier between the air and Ag shell sides.
When the surface is hydrophilic in Figure 3 , water uni-directionally spreads to the slanting direction of the nanoshells ( Figure 6A ), which is in contrast to the advancing direction on the hydrophobic surface. An entirely different mechanism relative to that of the hydrophobic surface is responsible for the wetting behavior of the hydrophilic surface. According to previous discussions 22 , a simple two-dimensional model (along the X and Z axes) was developed to explain the behavior of the liquid film in the experiments, shown in Figure 6B . The model assumes that the liquid film propagates only if the contact line is able to reach the next row of pillars. In this case, the local contact angle of the liquid, which is the intrinsic contact angle, h eq , according to Young's equation, must be equal to or smaller than a critical angle defined as h cr , shown in Figure 6B . If h cr . h eq , the liquid film propagates within the nanopillars, otherwise, the liquid film pins. In other words, the difference between h cr, 1 and h cr, 2 enables uni-directional liquid spreading, only if h cr, 2 , h eq , h cr, 1 .
However, the condition in this work is different from that of the previous work, because the array herein is hexagonally arranged and the lattice orientation may be varied due to the salient features of the CL technique. The relative direction between the slanting Ag shells and the lattice orientation is hardly controllable. Hence there may be more than one nearest shell around, as shown in Figure 6C . Which direction will the water move towards? This problem has not been investigated. We assume that the forces of moving towards the nearest shells are F n (F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 ) , and the included angles are a n (a 1 , a 2 and a 3 ). According to the geometry shown in Figure 6C , a 2 and a 3 are given by:
According to the geometry shown in Figure 6D , w n which is the slanting angle of the virtual shell projected to the theoretical moving direction is given by: tan w n~t an w| cos a n ð5Þ
where w is the slanting angle of the real shell. The subscript n represents the corresponding moving direction. According to Figure 6E , when a small quantity of water climbs up along the shell, the advancing force dF n is assumed as:
where dG is the gravity force of the small quantity of the rising water. This equation is a simplified one, ignoring other forces. The assumption is also in agreement with the fact that the water is easier to spread as the slanting angle increases 22 . The three forces F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 can be decomposed into two orthogonal forces, which are along the red arrow (the slanting direction) and the black line in Figure 6C . Combining the above equations, the resultant force dF along the black line in Figure 6C is given by: dF~sin a 1 dF 1 zsin a 2 dF 2 {sin a 3 dF 3 ð7Þ
tan w cos a 1 sin a 1 dGz tan w cos (a 1 z60
Thus the spreading direction would be always along the slanting direction and independent of the lattice orientation, no matter what the relative direction between the shell and the lattice orientation is. This is also in accord with the experimental result which shows unidirectional spreading in a large area, although where the lattice orientation cannot be uniform (the inset optical image in Figure 3C) . Therefore, h cr can be calculated under the condition that the shell just slants to the near one, not the interspacing between the two near shells. According to the geometry in Figure 6B , h cr, 1 and h cr, 2 is given by:
P{R ð8Þ
h cr, 1 is calculated as 51u and h cr, 2 is 33u. The h eq of the Ag-deposited planar surface with -OH groups is measured as 43u which satisfies the equation h cr, 2 , h eq , h cr, 1 . When the surface is sputtered with Si, the h eq becomes 27u and the water doesn't show directional propagation. This result also supports the theory. Overall, the experimental data provide excellent agreement with the theory based on an energy argument. In this work, we develop the previous theories based on tetragon-arranged array and apply them to a hexagonarranged array which is much more complicated. The development of the theory to hexagon-arranged array is significant because of the fact that the hexagon-arranged array is more generally fabricated via unconventional fabrication techniques with the procedure of selfassembly, such as colloidal lithography. So the developed theories in this work would be a foundation for analyzing directional liquid spreading based on slanting structures in hexagonal arrangement. According to the above discussions for the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface, the mechanism of controlling water spreading direction on the PNIPAAm coated sample (Figure 4) can be well explained. When T is below the LCST, the h eq of the PNIPAAm on the Ag-deposited planar surface is measured as 40u ( Supplementary  Fig. S6 online) which satisfies the equation h cr, 2 , h eq , h cr, 1 . Therefore, the mechanism in Figure 6 works and the water spreads to the slanting direction. When T is higher than the LCST, h eq becomes 70u ( Supplementary Fig. S6 online) and PNIPAAm is hydrophobic. For the hydrophobic surface of the half-cone nanoshell array, the mechanism concluded from Figure 5 that the water spreads against the nanopollar tilt works. So the water spreads to the reverse side. Overall, the water spreading direction can be real-time controlled by tuning the temperature based on the two different mechanisms. Besides, other fluids with various surface tensions, such as ethanol and toluene, also were tested on the nanostructure. The h eq is so small that it is lower than h cr, 2 , so the liquids do not show directional propagation. This also supports the theory concluded from Figure 6 . Furthermore, the results also mean that PNIPAAm cannot make the h eq of ethanol and toluene satisfy the equation h cr, 2 , h eq , h cr, 1 . If desired material which can increase the h eq to satisfy the equation is grated on the surface, this system works as well to realize the directional propagation of other various liquids. So directional spreading for various liquids would be realized based on the structure in this work with proper materials. This indicates a promising prospect for the extension of the half-cone nanoshell Array.
In summary, real-time (in-site and immediate) control of unidirectional liquid spreading is realized based on tilted half-cone nanoshell arrays. The nanostructures are fabricated simply and efficiently via colloidal lithography which is capable of patterning large areas in parallel at low cost. The wetting property of the surface determines the direction of liquid movement, which can be well explained by two entirely different mechanisms. In particular, the finding that the spreading direction on a hexagonal cone array does not depend on the lattice orientation and only on the slanting direction is explained theoretically. To expand on the above findings, PNIPAAm is grafted on the structured surface to control the liquid flow in real time. The combination with the functional polymer results in deeper exploitation of the nanostructures. The inclined half-cone nanoshell arrays are very promising systems because of their high precision and ease of manufacturing to achieve unidirectional liquid spreading. Moreover, other materials or polymer with the ability of switching between hydrophobicity and hydrophilcity, instead of the PNIPAAm used in this work, are believed to realize the real-time control of the uni-directional liquid spreading on the half-cone nanoshell arrays as well. This means the preferred direction on the array can be well controlled by the certain factor corresponding to the using responsive materials, like light, pH, et al. The findings gained from this work offer new opportunities for smart microfluidics, water harvesting and other wetting conditions on demand.
Methods
Fabrication of half-cone nanoshell arrays. Photoresist was spin-coated onto the glass substrate and cured at 88uC for 2 h. Next the PS sphere (700 nm) monolayers were prepared onto the as-prepared substrate by the interface method 34 . Oxygen reactive ion etching (RIE), performed on a Plasmalab Oxford 80 Plus system (ICP 65) system (Oxford Instrument Co., UK), was applied for 240, 270 and 300 s, eliminating the PS spheres and generating cones with heights of 600, 500 and 400 nm. The RIE procedure was operated at a pressure of 10 mTorr, a flow rate of 50 sccm, a radiofrequency (RF) power of 100 W and an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) power of 200 W. After that the samples were mounted in a thermal evaporator to deposit 100-nm Ag with an angle of 40u. Finally the photoresist was washed away by ethanol. After these procedures, the half-cone nanoshell array was formed.
Modification of the Surface. Trichloro(1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (PFS) is grafted onto the surface through chemical vapor deposition. Firstly, a layer of silicon was deposited on the surface by a sputtering process. After that, the wafers were placed in an oxygen plasma to make the surface full of -OH groups. These asprepared samples were placed in a sealed vessel, on the bottom of which were a few drops of PFS. There was no direct contact between the drops and wafers. The vessel was put in an oven at 60uC for 5 h to enable the PFS vapor to react with the -OH groups.
Synthesis of pnipaam thin films on half-cone nanoshell arrays. PINIPAAm was grown on the sample by surface-initiated atom-transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) 35 . Firstly, a layer of silicon was deposited on the surface by a sputtering process. After that, the wafers were placed in an oxygen plasma to achieve a high surface density of -OH groups. The -NH 2 groups were grafted onto the surface by a gas-phase growth method. In brief, these as-prepared samples were placed in a sealed vessel, on the bottom of which were a few drops of aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (ATMS). There was no direct contact between the drops and the wafers. The vessel was put in an oven at 60uC for 1 h to enable the ATMS vapor to react with the -OH groups. These wafers with -NH 2 were immersed in a solution of 10 mL anhydrous dichloromethane with 140 mL triethylamine. The mixture is left for 10 min at 0uC. The ATRP initiator, 100 mL 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide, was added dropwise into the solution containing the wafers with -NH 2 at 0uC, and the mixture is left for 1 h at this temperature, then at room temperature for 15 , 18 h. The wafers were cleaned by anhydrous dichloromethane three times and absolute ethanol three times, and dried by N 2 flow.
For polymerization of poly(N-isopropyl-acrylamide) (PNIPAAm) from the ATRP initiators, 0.3 g of NIPAAm (2.65 mmol) and 140 mL 1,1,4,7,7-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) (0.67 mmol) were added to 5 mL of an aqueous solution (CH 3 OH/H 2 O, 1 5 1 v/v), and the mixtures were shaken in an ultrasonic bath until a homogeneous transparent solution formed. The mixtures were degassed by 30 min ultrapure nitrogen flow, 22 mg CuCl (0.22 mmol) was added into the solution, and the solution was shaken in an ultrasonic bath and changed into green, at last the wafers with initiators were immersed into the solution for 1 h under nitrogen flow at room temperature. After polymerization, the samples were cleaned by absolute ethanol and deionized water for several times. Under these conditions, the film thickness was about 60 nm.
Characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken with a JEOL JSM 6700F field emission scanning electron microscope with a primary electron energy of 3 kV, and the samples were sputtered with a layer of Pt (about 2 nm thickness) prior to imaging to improve the conductivity. Water CAs were measured with an OCA20 machine (DataPhysics, Germany) at saturated humidity. The temperature was controlled by a superthermostat (Julabo F25, Germany).
